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Westinghouse Energy Systems Ba 355
Pinsburgh Pennsylvania 15230 0355Electric C0rporation

NSD-NRC-97-5208
DCP/NRC0934
Docket No.: STN-52-003

June 24,1997
,

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY

SUBJECT: AP600 CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM TESTING DURING THE
INITIAL TEST PROGRAM (ITP) l

Dear Mr. Quay:

Enclosed is Revision 2 of Westinghouse response to RAI 410.263 (OITS 5) on feedwater systems design
and testing. The revision is in response to the NRC letter " WATER HAMMER TEST FOR Tile AP600
CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEMS," from Marylee M. Stosson to Nicholas J. Liparulo,
dated June 3,1997.

|

This revised response clarifies Westinghouse position on item c) of RAI 410.263 and inch: des a SSAR l
markup of test abstract 14.2.9.1.7, " Expansion, Vibration and Dynamics Effects Tesdng," and for
completeness, test abstract 14.2.10.4.18, " Dynamic Response." Westinghouse meets the requirements of i

Branch Technical Position (BTP) (ASB) 10-2 of the Standard Review Plan in that testing will be
performed as part of the AP600 initial test program to verify that unacceptable feedwater hammer does
not occur, and the procedures for these tests will be reviewed and approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as described in SSAR section 14.2.3.

This response closes, from the Westinghouse perspective, OITS 5, and the Westinghouse status column
will be changed to " Closed" for this open item. The NRC should review this response and inform
Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the "NRC Status" column of the OITS.

Please contact Eugene J. Piplica on (412) 374-5310 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

.h. /A
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml ,

Enclosures

ec: T. J, Kenyon, NRC (w/o Enclosure)
J. M. Sebrosky, NRC
W. C. Iluffman NRC
N. J. Liparuto (w/o Enclosures) g g' 'g
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Question 410.263, Revision 2

Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2 provides design guidance to meet GDC 4 on dynamic effects associated with
possible water hammers in the feedwater piping. Specifically, the feedwater system should be desgned to (a) prevent I

or delay water draining from the feedring following a drop in steam generator water level,(b) minimize the volume
'

of feedwater piping extemal to the steam generator which could pocket steam using the shortest horizontal run (less
than 7 feet),(c) perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable feedwater hammer will not occur and
provide the procedures for these tests for approval, and (d) implement pipe refill flow limits where practical.
Address the AP600 feedwater system design against these guidelines.

Response:

As indicated in SSAR section 10.4, the Startup Feedwater system and the condensate and feedwater systems include
many features to minimize the potential for unacceptable water hammers in the feedwater piping.
These features are further delineated in SSAR subsection 3B.2.3. These features include:

(a) The design of the feedwater system includes a number of features specifically intended to minimize water
hammers. For example, the startup feedwater system is entirely separate from the main feedwater system,
including its entry point into the steam generators. His allows the system flowrates and pipe sizes to be
more consistent with their intended function than if startup feed flows were directed through main feed'
headers and feedrings. In addition, the main feedring itself is designed to minimize the potential for water
hammer. The spray tubes are located on the top of the feedring so that the feedring does not drain when
steam generator levels drop below the feedring level. He thermal sleeve is welded which also prevents
drainage when steam generator levels fall.

(b) The main feedwater line is continuously sloped upward to the steam generator nozzle. The horizontal run
from the steam generator to the feedwater elbow is minimized.

(c) Branch Technicalposition 10-2 requires the applicantprovide design capability and verificationfor top-feed
steam generator designs to eliminate or reduce possible water hammer in thefeedwater system and as part
ofthis requirement, specifically requires tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable water hammer
will not occur using plant operating procedures. For the AP600, this requirement is met based on tests
performed onfeedring type steam generators in operating plants and by monitoring thefeedwater systems

,

for water hammer during the AP600 initial test program.

Tests have been performed on many Westinghouse feedring type steam generators in the United States.
Rese tests verify the effectiveness of Westinghouse feedring designs like that described above for AP600
in preventing water hammer. "/=::ng.c=: &= no: :en:!&: 'h:: fud= d=!;n :=:ing i: :qd:d

Tests that meet NRC requirementsfor Branch Technical Position 10-2forfeedwater system water hammer
are performed during the preoperational test phase ofthe initial test programfor the AP600. Test abstract
14.2.9.1.7, "Expamion, Vibration and Dynamics Efects Testing", describes the systems to be monitored
duringpreoperational testing andspecifically includes the main and startupfeedwater systems piping. Test

410.263-1
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methods, instrumentation and visualinspection requirements are specipedin this test abstract. Test abstract
14.2.10.4.18 " Dynamic Response", describes testingfor dynamic efects to be performed during the startup
phase ofthe AP600 initial test program. These tests are performed on those systems that meet the selection
criteria for test abstract 14.2.9.1.7 but are not tested because prototypical operating conditions are not
achievable during hot functional testing. Testing of the main and startup feedwater systems may be
performed under test abstract 14.2.10.4.18

(d) Pipe flow limits, especially on startup feed, are not required for AP600 because the startup feed path is
separate from the main feed path, including its entry into the steam generator. In addition, unlike other.

PWRs, AP600 has no auxiliary feedwater system and associated lines and operations.

' add!!!:n, Ch:pt: ' * cf 'h: SS? " * :!:t: : p=:p:= !:::! =: (=b:=:!:n '-!.2.9 ' 7) :: ;=i un==p :b!:
dyn:=!: :ff=:: de n:: :=ur f= =p=t:d ep:=:!:;; : ndit::=. S: ch=;= 5:! n =p!!;!:!y ;Sf:=: th:: p!=:
d; :=!: :E=:: ="n;; !=!u6: fedr::= =!::d := :.

SSAR Revision:

AP600 SSAR subsections 14.2.9.1.7, " Expansion, Vibration and Dynamics Efects Testing" and 14.2.10.4.18,,
" Dynamic Response" have been modiped and issued in SSAR Revision 13. The test abstracts contain modipcations
made as a result of comments receivedfrom the staf in NRC letter dated Afarch 20,1997, "FOLLOlVON
QUESTIONS REGARDING THE IVESTINGHOUSE AP600 INITIAL TEST PROGRAAf",from Joseph M Sebrosky
to Nicholas J. Liparulo. Changes within line entries made to these abstracts in SSAR Revision 13 are denoted by
change bars in the left margin.

.

Proposed chcmges to subsection 14.2. 9. l. 7 as a result ofthis RAI are denoted by strikeoutsfor deleted text and italics
for added text. For clarity and ease ofreview, both subsections 14.2.9.1.7 and 14.2.10.4.18from Chapter 14 ofthe
AP600 SSAR, Revision 13, are attached in their entirety.

410.263-2
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14.2.9.1.7 Expansion, Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing

Purpose

The purpose of the expansion, vibration and dynamic effects testing is to verify that the safety related, high j
energy piping and components are properly installed and supported such that expected movement due to thermal
expansion during normal heatup and cooldown, and as a result of transients; thermal stratification and thermal
cycling; as well as vibrations caused by steady-state or dynamic effects dwin;; ::::dy ::::: end :::n9:n:: do not
result in excessive stress or fatigue to safety-related plant systems and equipment, as described in Section 3.9.

|
Prerequisites

'

"

He construction testing and preoperational testing of the reactor coolant system at cold conditions has been
successfully completed. Required portions of the chemical and time control system, passive core cooling
system, normal residual heat removal system, main feedwn:er system, startup feedwater system, steam generator
system, and steam generator blowdown system are operational. Piping and components within the reactor
coolant system and steam generator system pressure boundaries and their associated supports and restraints have
been inspected and determined to be installed as designed. Permanently installed support devices have been,
verified to be in their expected cold, static positions and temporary restraining devices such as hanger locking
pins have been removed. He instrumentation required for this testing is installed.

,

|
General Test Method and Acceptance Criteria '

During hot functional testing, verifications that ASME Code Class I,2, and 3 high-energy piping system
components, piping, support, and restraint deflections are unobstructed and within design basis functional
requirements. The systems to be monitored during preoperational vibration and dynamic effects tests include:;

ASME Code, Class 1,2, and 3 piping*

High-energy piping systems inside seismic Category I structures*

High-energy' portions of systems whose failure could reduce the functioning of seismic Category I plant*

features to an unacceptable safety level

i<

Seismic Category I pottions of moderate-energy piping systems located outside the containment !-

The high-temperature portions of the following systems are considered for inclusion in this test:

!
Reactor coolant system |*

Chemical and volume control system |=

I

!

410.263-3
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Passive core cooltng system*

Steam generator system (including the safety-related portions of main steam system, main and startup*

feedwater systems, and steam generator blowdown system)

Normal residual heat removal system 1*

1
.

a) Thermal expansion testing during the preoperational testing phase consists of displacement measurements
on the above systems during heatup and cooldown of the reactor coolant system and associated systems 1

(including heatup and cooldown of the passive core cooling system). The testing is performed in accordance !

| with ASME OM Standard, Part 7 as discussed subsection 3.9.2.1.2 and consists of a combination of visual |
inspections and local and remote displacement measurements. This testing includes the inspection and

'

measurement of deflection data associated with support thermal movements to verify support swing
clearance at specified heatup and cooldown intervals; that there is no evidence of blocking of the thermal |
expansion of any piping or components, other than by installed supports, restraints, and hangers; that spring

'

hanger movements remain within the hot and cold setpoints; that moveable supports do not become fully
,

retracted or extended; and that piping and components return to their approximate baseline cold positions.

b) Vibration testing is performed on safety-related and high-energy system piping and components during both,
cold and hot conditions to demonstrate that steady-state vibrations are within acceptable limits. See
Subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for attemating stress intensity due to steady-state vibration.
This testing includes visual observation and local and remote monitoring in critical steady-state operating
modes. Results are acceptable when visual observations show no signs of excessive vibration and when
measured vibration amplitudes are within acceptable levels.

c) Testing for significant vibrations caused by dynamic ownte efects is conducted during hot functional testing
and may be performed as part of other specified preoperational tests. His testing is conducted to verify
that stress analyses of safety-related and high-energy system piping under transient conditions are acceptable.
See Subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for alternating stress intensity due to dynamic effects
vibration. These tests are performed to verify that the dynamic effects r: idh eg=::? de caused
by dwing transients such as pump starts and stops, valve stroking, and significant process flow changes are
within expected values. These tests include anticipated normal operating evolutiorss with system diferential
temperaturei such as startup, which could induce dynamic efects. Suitable instrumentation is used to
check for water hammer noise and vibration. Visual inspections are performed to confirm the integrity of
system piping and supports.

Deflection measurements during various plant transients are recorded and compared to acceptance limits.
.

d) As described in subsection 3.9.3, temperature sensors are installed on the pressurizer surge line and
pressurizer spray line for monitoring thermal stratification and thermal cycling during power operation.
Testing is performed to verity proper operation of these sensors. Note that this verification is required
only for the first plant.
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The main control room habitability system is classified as a high energy system based on the pressure criteria
not temperature. Tests that measure thermal movements are not required. Vibration testing of the high pressure
portion of the main control room habitability system is performed during testing of the air delivery rate provided
to the control room. See subsection 14.2.9.1.6 for information on the testing of the main control room
habitability system.

14.2.10.4.18 Dynamic Response

|

Objectives |

| Demonstrate during power range testing that the stress analysis for selected systems and components, under
transient conditions is within design functional requirements. Portions of systems that meet the selection criteria I

for subsection 14.2.9.1.7 for dynamic effects testing, but were not tested because system conditions during hot
functioral testing are not conducive to prototypical systems conditions, are tested.

Prerequisites

Temporary instrumentation is installed, as required, to monitor the deflections of components under test.*

'
Points are monitored and baseline data are established.*

Test Method

Record dcHection measurements during various plant transients.

Performance Criteria

The movements due to How induced loads do not exceed the stress analysis of the monitored points. Seea

subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for alternating stress intensity due to vibration.

Flow induced movements and loads do not cause malfunctions of plant equipment or instrumentation.*

.
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